
Our innovative and growing company is looking for a quality assurance lead. We
appreciate you taking the time to review the list of qualifications and to apply for
the position. If you don’t fill all of the qualifications, you may still be considered
depending on your level of experience.

Responsibilities for quality assurance lead

Demonstrating knowledge of multiple complex applications and provide
subject matter expertise to set direction and create test strategies and test
plans for more than one project and/or application
Ensuring completion of all testing activities across assigned projects, utilizing
processes, methods, metrics and software that ensure quality, reliability,
system safety and security for the applications tested
Participating in cross-functional discussions to review the impact of
application changes from both internal and external interfaces
Assigned as QA project test lead for more than one project (possibly
concurrently) and communicating project testing status to project team, QA
manager, and Technology Director
Leads and participates in review sessions of business requirements, technical
requirements, functional specifications and design documents to ensure that
software changes are understood to facilitate testing planning and execution
activities
Assesses risk to project based on results of execution and validation
Manage the defined QA processes to ensure all standards and compliances
are met
Analyze project requirements and deliver Master Test Plan, Test Coverage
Report, QA Effort Estimate
Meet with business and technology leads to understand objectives and map
out testing requirements
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Qualifications for quality assurance lead

A minimum of 2 years’ in a leadership role for testing
Strong data testing
Is detail focused
Well versed with various types Software Development methodologies-
Waterfall, Agile and Iterative
Experience writing test cases, hands on test execution setting up QA
process/standards
Must have participated in all phases of full-cycle game development and
shipped multiple titles


